
Bob Mahler... in part i'm going with my instinct here having backed him to win LTO on here and in 

truth when I saw the odds I just had to have a go - I expect to see him put in here at 3s or so. Maybe 

my value eyes are rusty with this one but I don't know why he isn't fav here. It was an OK race LTO- 

maybe his winning distance was helped by the 2nd/3rd taking each other on early, but the Candlish 

horse was in form, and he just powered away after the last, putting distance between him and the 

rest in no time. 8lb wouldn't have stopped him there. He's a big horse and connections think he 

could be up to the Hennessy later in the year. Well if he's a Hennessy horse then he will, again, make 

this price look silly. He must go LH, his jumping is getting better all the time, he races prominently 

and he just gallops. There's a slight niggle about this track but not enough at his price, against, in 

general, mediocre opposition. I just can't see why he won't run his race again, and his RPR LTO was a 

career best, and higher than his mark here. If he's anywhere near the front approaching two out, 

he'll win this. The form of his win two starts back has been franked, with Larry winning at Sandown. 

I don't want to be with Captain Chaos at 5s (now a NR), that seems about right given all his wins so 

far have been on soft. I thought this ground may be lively enough. If he handles it and runs his race, 

he may take some catching as he'll try and make all I suspect, but of those top two I prefer the one 

who seems open to even more progress and could just be a smart horse in the making. I didn't think 

Station Master's form was good enough on what he's done to date, but he's lightly raced. I didn't 

think 7s looked overpriced. Theclockisticking has the ability to take this and is unexposed over 

fences, but has been hurdling plenty. I didn't like how he jumped when last seen over fences at 

Donny, guessy at plenty and he hit a few. His jumping should be under more pressure in this field 

and I was happy to leave at 9s. With a fluent round he would be a danger. Ami Desbois keeps going 

up in the weights without winning and again has a ground question here. He needs more. 

I looked at Fingerontheswitch but he does need to show more and I was happy to leave him.  

 

* 

Kilkishen - I tipped/backed this one at Newcastle I think, in the Eider, and i can't really believe his 

price here. Whatever he does, I couldn't let him go unbacked at 25s+ EW. That Eider run is arguably 

the best piece of staying chase form in this line up. Crosspark ran a cracker NTO in the Scottish 

National and Potters Corner was upsides 3 out, before capsizing. He'd win the Midlands National. 

This one ran in that, but he's always been a good ground horse, and I can only think the Heavy 

ground there was far too much. I'm not sure why they ran him in it but had made the trip over so 

probably just ran for the sake of it. If that's left a mark then he may go backwards but on his form 

before that, I wanted to have a go. He's a prominent racer and is better RH also I think. All he does is 

stay I think and he wasn't stopping at Newcastle. I think they may be more aggressive and send him 

for home early here, if good enough to do so. He ran well at Punchestown 3 starts back - well he ran 

ok, hitting a flat spot and plugging on. Newcastle was the stated aim after Fairyhouse so it could be 

they'd had a quiet month before and it was a prep of sorts. I think this 3m7f trip will be more to his 

liking. He dotted up in the race before that, staying on well. It seems to be clicking now over fences 

and I thought he was a lively outsider. That Uttoxeter run was a career best on the figures, an RPR of 

139 hinting that 129 here may be workable. IF he repeats that run i'd be disappointed were he not 

to place at worst here. He's a lively outsider and I'd like to see him backed. His price may hold steady 

for a time, maybe 33s will return which he did touch when first put in. 

 



My initial shortlist, before looking at the market, was the selection , Minella Awards, CEst Jersey and 

Spider Web. I can't quite believe Minella  Awards has been put in at 9/2. Were he 14s+ i'd have had a 

go, but I can't touch him at that price, albeit plenty of handicaps I play in at the moment the 9/2 shot 

gets well backed and wins like a good thing! I think he may enjoy this trip , he jumps well, is 

unexposed and will be 100% here. He doesn't stand much racing so this may be his gold cup. But he 

is inexperienced over fences for a test like this, this field size. I thought Sean may be over here to 

ride but he's at Uttoxeter, not that Robbie Power is a bad jockey to have onside! Anyway, he isn't 

any value to my dodgy eyes. I can't have the next two in for Mullins at the prices, given a few 

stamina concerns, but unexposed. CEst Jersey interested me but not at his price. I'd want 10s+ I 

think. He may run a big race, but given he fell LTO, that seemed short enough. Connections clearly 

think he wants a test like this given he ran in the Irish Nat LTO, and he's open to progress. He does 

have to prove his stamina though. I'm not touching the 11 year olds+. 

Spider Web – I thought he was worth a go here at 14s given his profile. He’s still unexposed over 

fences, esp marathon trips and his 3m win three starts suggested he was well worth a go over this 

sort of trip. Given the subsequent break something must have gone wrong at Navan, and his spin 

over hurdles LTO may have been some sort of prep, albeit he’s had a break since. JP has won this 

race twice and I’d like to think this has been the plan. We shall see. Dempsey rides him well. He will 

need some luck in running as they do tend to hold him up. You can be a hostage to fortune there but 

at his price I was happy to risk it.  

Wishmoor – a risky one who may cut out again but at 20s I wanted to have a go, given I think they 

will try and make all. It’s that second here three starts back in Feb that has lured me in. He ran well 

there but did appear outpaced turning for home, before then rallying and staying on. That was over 

3m4f and he looks worth a go at this trip. I’m not sure what has happened since. Maybe his Naas run 

came too soon after that effort. It could have taken a bit out of him. They then tried blinkers LTO 

which he hasn’t taken to twice before. He may have simply used up too much energy there/got 

wound up, and was drained of energy when asked to kick on. It’s likely he may have just gone out of 

form as quickly as he came into it but Andrew Ring jumps back on, and what with the pace angle, I 

was content to have a dart.  

* 

Stratum – Mullins does seem to target this race given his record in it and while it does appear, he’s 

throwing darts, enough of them land. He has farmed this race to some degree and long term it does 

look best to stick with his runners in this. Whether he wins it today, and whether I’m on the right 

two, we shall find out. I thought this one was interesting here. He’s unexposed over hurdles and I 

thought this trip would suit much better than when last seen at Fairyhouse. He’s a smart 

handicapper on the flat but they may have concluded his flat mark is high enough, without him 

having the class for Group 3+. Ascot may well be the aim again and this is a prep but Mullins has won 

this before with one returning off a similar break. I think he could be well handicapped over timber 

in these conditions and I wanted him onside. This could well have been a plan for some time and 

he’s won after a long break previously.  

Cut The Mustard – 20s looked rather eye-catching here and with luck in running I’ll be disappointed 

if she’s out of the top 5. She has some very consistent hurdle form to her name but has been running 

at the wrong trip I think. She won her maiden over this sort of distance and is bred to stay further 

than 16/17f. She cruised into the race LTO, having run 6 wide the whole way (odd), but again just 

lacked a turn of gear late on. This trip could unlock plenty of improvement and I like the fact she’s 

still unexposed in these conditions yet is battle hardened in these sorts of races.  



Katie O Farrell is a decent rider, esp over hurdles, and Mullins has won this with claimers before. 

She’s had a torrid time of it with injuries and I wonder if Mullins would like to provide her with a 

decent winner. She’s ridden a few horses well here this week into the places and I’m excited to see 

what this 20s short can do. Hopefully she runs her race, as she’ll be thereabouts over the last if she 

does.  

* 

Young Paddymc – I had a good look at him last night and thought his morning price was still a bit 

generous. I was lured in by the pace angle- I think he will try and make all here, with plenty of others 

usually more patiently ridden. He’s young, progressive, in form, and could take some catching. He’s 

been running well over fences and the front two LTO were miles clear. He’s a course winner and I 

wanted him onside in this.  

I also wanted to take on the rest. If Acting Las wins this at 7/2, after 434 days off, unproven over the 

distance, then so be it. I’m not sure how that price is value but I do keep getting these shorties 

wrong I handicaps. He’s undoubtedly very well handicapped I suspect and he may bolt up, but I 

wanted to take him on, and he’s usually held up also.  

Walk To Freedom I didn’t think was overpriced either, and nor was Bellow Mome who had a tough 

race LTO. I could leave the rest. Hopefully Young Paddymc sprints away from them here.  

* 

 

 


